Data resource:
In this database, 650 alternatively translated variants assigned to a total of 300 genes are
contained. These database records of alternative translationa l initiation have been collected
from publicly available protein databases, such as SWISS-PROT database and Entrez protein
database protein database on NCBI (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/Entrez/). As another part,
the information of 89 alternatively translation initiation events extracted from published
research literatures are also included in database. The genes, contributing to alternative
translational initiation, cover many species including Homo sapiens, Mus musculus, Bos
taurus, Saccharomyces cerevisiae, Virus, etc..
Data structure in Database:
ATID is constructed under the framework of SQL program. The records of alternative
translational initiation events are converted and stored into relative tables so that users’
queries are optimized via indexing key identifiers of the database. Four tables (denoted as
Table 1-4) such as gene annotation table, isoform annotation table, domains description table
and isoform-domain table are used as database kernel. And figure 1 shows the whole database
structure contributing to the four tables, in which indexing keys of ATIE_id, Isoform_id and
Domain_id are used to access the database items.
Table 1: Gene annotation table
Field

Definition

ATIE_id

ID of alternative translational initiation events

GeneName

Gene name

Organism

Organism of gene

Description

Description of gene function

Ref

Reference of NCBI database access and relative
literatures

Table 2: Isoform annotation table
Field

Definition

ATIE_id

ID of alternative translational initiation events

Isoform_id

ID of alternative translational product

Length

Amino acid length of translated isoform

PI

Isoelectric point value of isoform

Mw

Molecular weight of isoform

NT

Nucleotide sequence

AA

Amino acid sequence
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Table 3: Domains description table
Field

Definition

Domain_id

Domain ID

Domain_name

Domain name

Description

Description of domain function

Table 4: Isoform-domain table
Field

Definition

ATIE_id

ID of alternative translational initiation events

Isoform_id

ID of alternative translational product

Domain_id

Domain ID

Start

Starting position of domain structure on isoform

End

end position of domain structure on isoform

Score

Scoring value of domain structure via Pfam

Evalue

E-value validation to domain structure

Figure 1: Database structure relative with four tables

Browser alternative translational initiation events via Web-interface pages:
ATID is a web-orient database that uses a browser-based interface to access data under the
SQL framework. The web page allows interaction between the users and the data application.
Indexing key identifiers of the database optimizes batch queries from the HTTP web page
interface. When a HTTP request is triggered, we can import items of SQL database into the
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application. Then, the results are sent in the format of HTML on the web.
An overview is created to illustrate the database interface on web pages. Figure 2 displays the
tree structure of species on the web page classifying the database entries of alternative
translational initiation. When users click the leaf of the tree such as
'Metazoa--Vertebrata--Mammalia-- Bostaurus', the entries of this species are expanded. The
program outputs an HTML-generated table of these entries with accession identifiers, species
types, gene names and information of isoform products. Linked to the field of ‘gene name’of
each entry, a topological structure graph is given to help users understand the process of
alternative translational initiation. Gene description and references of NCBI database access
numbers and literatures are also included. Figure 3A shows CRYBA1 gene in Bostaurus as an
example of the topological structure of alternative translational initiation. By clicking a
specific region of isoform ID, information on alternative translational products will be
displayed. Elements such as isoelectric point (PI) value, molecular weight, domain contexts
and sequence information are designated to annotate the isoform products of genes. As an
example, the linked web page for 22.6kD isoform of CRYBA1 gene is shown in figure 3B.
The distributions of domain content in the amino acids sequence, concerning with protein
function, are scanned by family matching system Pfam 16.0 at http://pfam.wustl.edu and
result in an annotation display for each isoform product. The position and function of each
domain along object isoform sequence are marked on the page. Clicking the domain name,
we can access the detailed annotation of this domain linked to a new page on the web of
http://pfam.wustl.edu (as figure 3C shown).
Query the database:
In addition, our database supports two querying ways to use the entries besides directly
accessing the entries from the web links. One is a keyword query, and the other is a sequence
similarity query. In the former case, keywords such as accession number and gene name can
be submitted. The record that contains the keyword will be returned. In the latter case, one
nucleotide sequence or amino acid sequence can be submitted in FASTA format through a
web-interface. The submitted sequence will be compared with the representative sequences in
the database by BLAST program. The E-value parameter of BLAST program is adjustable.
After the query job is finished, the cluster of database entries that contains the most similar
sequences is returned as table formats. Detailed information on sequence match such as
aligned starting sites and aligned ending positions are given in the display of BLAST result.
Figure 4A shows the web pages of database querying system and the returned results of a
sequence query are demonstrated in figure 4B.
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Figure 2: Tree view of alternative translational initiation entries
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Figure 3: ATID screenshots including (A) Topological structure and references of two
alternative isoforms initiated from CRYBA1 gene, and (B) Annotation page of 23.2 kDa
isoform encoded from CRYBA1 gene, including its sequence and domain content information.
(C) Linked page of ‘Crystall’domain annotation on http://pfam.wustl.edu.
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Figure 4: The database querying system
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